This paper describes the application of techniques derived from text retrieval research to the content-based querying of image databases. Specically, the use of inverted les, frequency-based weights and relevance feedback are investigated. The use of inverted les allows very large numbers ( O(10 4 )) of possible features to be used. since search is limited to the subspace spanned by the features present in the query image(s). A variety of weighting schemes used in text retrieval are employed, yielding dierent results. We suggest possibles modications for their use with image databases. The use of relevance feedback was shown to improve the query results signicantly, as measured by precision and recall, for all users.
Introduction
In recent years the use of digital image databases has become common, both on the web and for preparing electronic and paper publications. The ecient querying and browsing of large image databases has thus become increasingly important. Content-based retrieval from large text databases has been studied for more than forty years, yet the insights and techniques of text retrieval (TR) have largely been ignored by content-based image retrieval (CBIR) researchers, or reinvented without heeding the prior work. The utility of Relevance Feedback (RF) is long-established [1] , yet its application in CBIR systems (CBIRSs) is very recent. Similarly, a great variety of term-weighting approaches have been investigated, both empirically and theoretically [2] . Means of system evaluation have also been thoroughly studied [3] , yet Precision and Recall, the usual performance measures, are ignored by many researchers in CBIR. TR systems usually treat each possible term (i.e. word) as a dimension of the search space. Spaces with O(10 4 ) dimensions are thus typical. The key realization is that in such systems both queries and stored objects are sparse: they have only a small subset (O(10 2 )) of all possible attributes. Search can thus be restricted to the subspace spanned by the query terms. The data structure which makes this ecient is the Inverted File (IF), described in x3.2.1. Conversely, considerable eort has been devoted by CBIR researchers to the search for compact image representations (choosing the \right" features), and to the use of techniques such as factor analysis [4] to reduce the feature space dimensionality. We present a CBIRS which uses an IF, with more than 80000 possible features per image. Using 10 queries for each of 5 users on a test database of 500 images, we compare the eectiveness of a variety of feature-weighting schemes derived from TR. Modications to these schemes, specic to CBIR, are suggested. We analyze the performance of these weighting schemes both with and without RF, and that of a typical low-dimensional, nearest-neighbour CBIRS, using precision and recall graphs. The TR-inspired weighting schemes are found to improve performance, and the addition of RF makes a still greater dierence.
2 Current CBIR research CBIR researchers acknowledge that the general computer vision problem remains unsolved: semantic retrieval is impossible. The usual approach is to extract low-level features and an attempt to capture image similarity using some function of them. Object recognition is not attempted. Most systems employ features based on colour, texture or shape. Features are often computed globally, and contain no spatial information. Some systems allow the user to inuence the relative weights of these classes of features.
Features
By far the most commonly used feature is colour (e.g. [5{7]), usually computed in a colour space thought to be \perceptually accurate" (e.g. HSV [7] or CIE [8] ). The usual representation is the colour histogram. Histogram intersection is the most frequently used distance measure. A disadvantage is that this takes no account of perceptual similarities between bins. Measures exist which use a matrix of bin similarity coecients [5] , but the choice of coecients is not obvious, and the cost is quadratic.
Many systems use texture to improve image characterization A great variety of texture features has been employed: hierarchies of Gabor lters [9] ; the Wold features used in Photobook [10] ; the coarseness, contrast, and directionality features used in QBIC [5] ; and many more.
Shape features are often computed assuming that images contains only one shape, and are thus best applied to restricted domains. Shape features include: modal matching, applied to isolated sh, rabbits and machine tools [11] ; histograms of edge directions, applied to trademarks [6] ; matching of shape components such as corners, line segments or circular arcs [12] .
Global features are inadequate for many CBIR tasks: users may be interested in the spatial layout of colours, textures and shapes, or in particular objects. One approach is to use features which retain spatial information, such as wavelet decompositions [13] . Others segment the image into regions, and then extract features such as color and texture from them, as well as spatial properties such as size, location and their relationships to other regions [7, 14, 15] . This turns CBIR into a labeled graph matching problem.
Similarity
The meaning of similarity in CBIR is rarely addressed, yet it is vital to do so: human judgments of similarity vary greatly [16] . Image similarity is typically dened using a metric on a feature space. It is often implied that if one chooses the \right" features proximity in feature space will correspond to perceptual similarity. There are several reasons to doubt this, the most fundamental being the metric assumption. There is evidence that human similarity judgments do not obey the requirements of a metric: \[Self-identity] is somewhat problematic, symmetry is apparently false, and the triangle inequality is hardly compelling" [17, p. 329] . The lack of symmetry is the most important issue: the features which are signicant depend on which item is the query.
Some attempts have been made to address these problems. Self-organizing maps have been used to cluster texture features according to class labels provided by users [9] . A setbased technique has been applied to learn groupings of similar images from positive and negative examples provided by users [10] . Distance Learning Networks attempt to learn a mapping from feature space to \perceptual similarity space" using human similarity judgment data [18] .
Relevance feedback
There are two basic approaches to RF. According to the RF, a system can create a composite query from relevant and non-relevant images [19] , or it can adjust its similarity metric [8] . Some use the variance of features in the relevant set as a weighting criterion [20] . 3 The Viper system Viper 1 employs more than 80000 simple colour and spatial frequency features, both local and global, extracted at several scales. The fundamental dierence between traditional computer vision and image database applications is that there is a human \in the loop". RF allows a simple classier to be learnt \on the y", corresponding to the user's information need.
Features
3.1.1 Colour features Viper uses a palette of 166 colours, derived by quantizing HSV space into 18 hues, 3 saturations, 3 values and 4 grey levels. Two sets of features are extracted from the quantized image. The rst is a colour histogram, with empty bins are discarded. The second represents colour layout. Each block in the image (the rst being the image itself) is recursively divided into four equal-sized blocks, at four scales. The occurrence of a block with a given mode color is treated as a binary feature. For our 256 256 images there are thus 56440 possible colour block features, of which each image has 340.
Texture features
Gabors have been applied to texture classication and segmentation, as well as more general vision tasks [9, 21] . We employ a bank of real, circularly symmetric Gabors, dened by f mn (x; y) = 1 2 2 m e x 2 +y 2 2 2 m cos(2(u 0m x cos n + u 0m y sin n ));
where m indexes lter scales, n their orientations, and u 0m gives the centre frequency. The half peak radial bandwidth is chosen to be one octave, which determines m . The highest centre frequency is chosen as u 0 1 = 0:5, and u 0 m+1 = u 0m =2. Three scales are used. The four orientations are: 0 = 0, n+1 = n + =4. The resultant bank of 12 lters gives good coverage of the frequency domain, and little overlap between lters. The mean energy of each lter is computed for each 16 16 block in the image. This is quantized into 10 bands. A feature is stored for each lter with energy greater than the lowest band.
Of the 27648 such possible features for a 256 256 image, an image has at most 3072.
Histograms of the mean lter outputs are used to represent global texture characteristics.
Techniques derived from text retrieval 3.2.1 Inverted les
An IF contains an entry for every possible feature consisting of a list of the items which contain that feature. The TR community has developed techniques for building and searching IFs very eciently [22] . In evaluating a query, only images which contain features present in the query are retrieved. Coupled with appropriate weighting schemes this results in asymmetric similarity measures, in better accord with the psychophysical data (see x2.2).
Feature weighting and relevance feedback
As discussed in x2.3, RF can produce a query which better represents a user's information need. We investigate the application of weighting functions used in TR to CBIR. The weighting function can depend upon the term frequency tf j and collection frequency cf of the feature, as well as its type (block or histogram). The motivation for using tf and cf is very simple: features with high tf characterize an image well; features with high cf do not distinguish that image well from others [2] . We consider a query q containing N images i with relevances R i 2 [ 1; 1] . The frequency of feature j in the pseudo-image corresponding to q is 2
The weighting functions dened in Equations 5 { 9 are derived from typical TR term weighting functions [2] . Some modications were necessary since the image features used can not always be treated in the same way as words in documents. All weighting functions make use of a base weight 
For each image k, using weighting method l, a score s l kq is calculated: s l kq = X j wf l kqj : (10) 4 Experiments
The performance of Viper was evaluated using a set of 500 unconstrained colour images provided by T el evision Suisse Romande. Ten images were selected as queries. Five users then examined all 500 images to determine relevant sets for each query. 3 Neither the number of images to choose nor the similarity criteria were specied. Each query image was presented to Viper and the top 20 ranked images were returned. Using a \consistent user" assumption, the relevant set for each user for this query was inspected and the set of relevant images present in the top 20 was then submitted as a second, relevance feedback query. This was done for the ve weighting schemes (Equations 5{9), meaning that 300 relevance feedback queries were performed. The performance of Viper was compared with that of a low-dimensional system of the sort commonly used in image retrieval. The system uses a set of 16 colour, segment, arc and region statistics [23] .
System performances are compared using precision P and recall R, P = r N R = r TotRel ; (11) where N is the number of images retrieved, r is the number of relevant images retrieved, and TotRel is the total number of relevant images in the collection. In general, precision decreases as more images are retrieved. An ideal P vs. R graph has P = 1 8 R. Figure 1 shows the performance of the weighting methods averaged over all users and queries. RF improves performance in every case, at all values of recall. This is signicant since in general not all relevant images are present in the top 20 after the initial query: the system is not simply returning those images marked relevant with higher rankings.
System performance varied greatly depending on the nature of the query. Some queries are \easy", in that simple visual features characterize the relevant set. The relevant sets were very similar in these cases, and performance after RF was often perfect (P = 1 8 R). Figure 2 shows the performance of Viper on a \hard" query: an indoor scene labeled by one user as \parliament". The relevant sets for this query varied greatly in size and composition. The eect of RF is even more dramatic in this case. This is to be expected, since no xed similarity measure can cope with dierent relevant sets across users.
The best weighting function for this query is method 2 (Equation 6), and this is also the best method averaged over all queries. This is a classic tf log 1=cf weight, which has been shown to have information theoretic motivation [2] .
Conclusion
We have shown how techniques used in TR (inverted les, relevance feedback and term weighting) can be adapted for use in CBIR. IFs permit the use of very large feature spaces, and experiments show that term weighting and RF result in a system which outperforms a low-dimensional vector-space system at every level of recall.
